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True Sanctity
True sanctity consists in living in the Divine Volition.
This sanctity has its roots so deeply that there is no danger that it may oscillate.
This soul is firm, not subject to inconstancies or voluntary defects.
She is attentive to her duties.
She is sacrificed and detached from everyone and everything, even from spiritual
directors. She rises up so high that the flowers and fruits bloom in Heaven.
She is so hidden in God that the earth sees little or nothing of this soul.
The Divine Will keeps her absorbed within Itself.
Jesus is the life, the author of the sanctity of this soul.
She has nothing of her own, but everything is in common with Jesus.
Her passion and her characteristic is the Divine Will.
Oh ! How different is the sanctity of the soul who lives in the divine Will !
This soul is the smile of Jesus.
She is detached of everyone. Jesus is everything for her.
She is the worry of nobody. The beneficial air which they possess
embalms everything. She inspires order and harmony for everyone.
There is not one heartbeat, breath, or thought which is not regulated by Jesus.
On the other hand,” the balloon” of the false sanctity is subject to continuous
inconstancies.
The soul seems to fly in the air at a certain height, to the point that many, even their
spiritual directors, admire her…
…The soul thinks that someone steels from her, considering herselve the neediest. So,
while having scruples for silly things, she then reach the point of disobeying.
Jealousy is the woodworm of this soul.
This jealousy sucks air from the balloon that deflates and falls to the ground.
If one examines this « sanctity « that was in the balloon one finds :
Love of self, resentment, passions, hidden under the aspect of good.
One can see that this soul was the toy of the devil. Only Jesus knows the worst evils of
this fake sanctity, of this devout life without foundation, based on false piety.
These fake sanctities are spiritual lives without fruit – they are the cause the so many
tears of my lovable Jesus.
They are the ill feeling of society, the worry of their family. One can
say that they bring with themselves a noxious air that harms everyone.
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